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 2GB or greater Most choices are made based on a platform preference, and in particular which operating system and
applications will be used. System requirements vary slightly depending on which features are being used, and the complexity of

the software which needs to run. Many of the video game companies that publish an optical disk version of their games, e.g.
Nintendo, Sony, Sega, Gran Turismo or Maxis, also release a CD version of their games at the same time. The disc version of

the game may also require that it is used in a CD-ROM drive, which may be found in certain home computers or personal
computer systems. A CD version of the game is a package of data, which may be read directly by the computer or a drive as a
data medium, where as an optical disk version may require that a disk drive is used. DVDs have become the standard medium
for packaging video games in their original form. A DVD version of a game does not require a CD-ROM drive to be used, and
may also contain additional bonus features, such as a demo version of the game, and a movie, or game manual. This is the only
version which may be read directly by a DVD player (commonly called DVD-ROM). Some games on CD-ROM require a CD
drive to be used. These include games which use what is known as CD-ROM XA or XA Disc, with a disc which can be read
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directly by the computer or a DVD player. The player may take the form of a stand-alone player, often known as a CD-ROM
drive, or of the drive built into the computer or computer system. In the late 1990s, CD-ROM drives began being replaced with
new optical drive products which were more convenient. This later resulted in a mixed form of drive: the new drives could read
CD-ROM discs, but some could also read data from DVD media. The new drive is commonly called an optical drive, regardless

of the type of disc used. Video game consoles A video game console is a type of computer that plays video games. There are
two main types of game consoles; one is standalone gaming computers with a console gaming unit, while the other is a set-top

box that connects to a television and is used as a game console. Video game consoles are usually designed with limited hardware
in order to keep production costs low. Home computers Home computers are a type of 520fdb1ae7
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